
Martin Law listed among 2014
“Best Law Firms”
Martin Law is honored to have been
ranked, for the 4th consecutive year,
in the 2014 “Best Law Firms” list by
U.S. News & World Report  and Best
Lawyers® in the following area:

Metropolitan Awards
Tier  1,  Philadelphia,  Workers’  Compensation  Law  –
Claimants

Firms  included  in  the  2014  “Best  Law  Firms”  list  are
recognized  for  professional  excellence  with  persistently
impressive ratings from clients and peers. Achieving a ranking
signals  a  unique  combination  of  quality  law  practice  and
breadth of legal expertise.

The 2014 Edition of “Best Law Firms” includes rankings in 74
national practice areas and 120 metropolitan-based practice
areas.

The U.S. News – Best Lawyers “Best Law Firms” rankings, for
the  fourth  consecutive  year,  are  based  on  a  rigorous
evaluation process that includes the collection of client and
lawyer  evaluations,  peer  review  from  leading  attorneys  in
their field, and review of additional information provided by
law firms as part of the formal submission process. Clients
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and peers were asked to evaluate firms based on the following
criteria: responsiveness, understanding of a business and its
needs, cost-effectiveness, integrity and civility, as well as
whether they would refer a matter to the firm and/or consider
the firm a worthy competitor.

About Martin Law

At Martin Law, we practice something that you won’t find at
most other law firms: compassion. We care about what happens
to each and every one of our clients, and we fight for them.
In fact, we don’t even charge you unless we obtain financial
benefits on your behalf. We’re also one of the few law firms
in  Pennsylvania  that  restricts  its  practice  solely  to
representing injured workers and disabled people in workers’
compensation and Social Security Disability cases.

Our  trial  lawyers  have  handled  cases  ranging  from  spinal
injuries  to  repetitive  trauma  injuries  to  fatal  claim
petitions. And we know our territory well – our attorneys have
appeared and tried cases before nearly all of the judges in
eastern Pennsylvania. When you sign on with us, you’ll reap
the benefits of working with an exceptional team. Each one of
our litigating attorneys has a full staff support team that
ensures quality service and results. In addition, we have the
most  sophisticated  technology,  which,  in  combination  with
extensive human resources, enables our attorneys and staff
members to immediately address any questions or concerns you
may have.
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